Traffic Engineer
Rybinski Engineering is seeking a creative and motivated Traffic Engineer. The ideal candidate will be a
registered Professional Engineer with about five years of experience in traffic engineering. Our traffic
engineers are responsible for working in teams on all aspects of the profession, including planning, analysis,
and design. They are focused and dedicated with strong attention to detail.
The opportunities for career advancement at Rybinski Engineering are uniquely diverse and growth oriented
with professional organization support, networking, encouraged attendance at professional development
events, and project management training early in your career. We invest deeply in the development of our
people. As a result, this is a highly competitive position; you will work with many of the best traffic engineers
in the region on high-profile projects.
Work-life balance
Rybinski Engineering is unique in our industry in the flexibility and autonomy we provide all of our people.
As a fully remote firm since 2012, we provide what you need to be successful:
•
•
•
•

Flexible hours within a 37.5-hour work week
State-of-the-art home office equipment supplied and maintained by the company
A collaborative mindset where we openly communicate with each other and clients
A highly competitive compensation package including full benefits, generous paid time off, and 10
holidays

More about work-life balance at Rybinski Engineering.
Location
We are fully remote with a client base in Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. To provide exceptional
service to our clients and each other, we have frequent in-person meetings, offer on-site client support at
times, and are available for field work on short notice.
Responsibilities
This position may include a variety of opportunities based on the firm’s needs as well as the candidate’s
interest and background:
•
•
•

Traffic operational analysis for assignments like studies and transportation management plans
Design of ITS devices, signals, pavement markings, and signing
Support for innovative ITS planning and program management

Position Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor of science in civil engineering
Professional Engineer registration
Five years of traffic engineering experience (though we will carefully consider candidates with
more experience for more senior positions)
Valid driver’s license
Ability to travel to client sites with same-day notice within Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Maryland
Effective written and oral communication skills

To apply, email info@rybinski.com with “Traffic Engineer” in the subject line.

